A Day in the Loft
Well maybe not every one’s idea of fun. Climbing up and down
narrow spiral staircases, along dark, windowless passages and
brushing through dusty old cobwebs, plus maybe some new and
occupied ones. But for me the prospect of exploring the roof
spaces of Tewkesbury Abbey was thrilling.
When the day came my guide, John, and I were suitably wrapped
up. The Abbey was warm but we knew the roof spaces would not
be. It was late November and a wet and chilly day. On our
exploration there would be small doors giving access to the
outside world and tantalising glimpses of surrounding
countryside and the exterior surfaces of the roofs but with this
weather the walkways would be far too slippery to venture out.
Some of the access corridors would be quite narrow so thick
coats were not going to help but still we needed to keep warm!
One of the surprises for a first time visitor, like me, is to see the
high-tech electronics driving the wonderful LED lighting system in
the Abbey. Installed in 2014, with a new sound system and both
largely paid for by the Friends of Tewkesbury Abbey, this lighting
we’ve left behind makes the spaces we were to spend the next
hours in seem even darker.

Fig.1 The north triforium

Many of the spiral staircases and narrow
passages are part of the original Norman Abbey
and have not changed much over the last 900
years. The roof spaces on the other hand have
seen fundamental changes. This is most clearly
visible from the Abbey’s grounds. On the faces
of the medieval tower, built in two phases but
completed late 12th century, show very clearly
the lines where the original steeply pitched roof
joined it. With the original steeply pitched roof
there would have been very different roof
spaces. Now with the lower roof we see today
and other internal changes the roof space is
limited.
The eastern chapels date from the 14th century.
These have also seen changes and rebuilding.
Originally they may have been lead covered but
now have Victorian tiles.
Fig.2 View from south-east – original roof pitch can be
seen from lines on the tower

So armed with torches and a map our adventure begins by
entering a locked door in the north-west corner of the nave.
A spiral staircase leads upwards from here to a series of
narrow, but tall, passages buried in the thick Norman walls.
Along the way we pass a wide opening affording a view
eastwards along the north aisle. This view is shown below in
fig.4 and is one of the last well-lit areas to be seen for a while.
In the foreground is the Victorian wooden lobby to the
doorway from the north porch. In the distance the round
window in the eastern wall of the north transept and below
that window we see past the Abbey shop (not visible) and on
to the far eastern end of the aisle where St. Edmund’s and St.
Dunstan’s Chapels are to be found. That line along the top of
the vaulting doesn’t look straight which probably explains the
18 century flying buttress on the north wall of the nave.

Fig.3 Narrow but tall passages

We continue upwards from here and
after further passages and steps reach a
small windowless room, called a parvis
chamber. There are interesting
fragments of stonework from the Abbey
stored here, fig.5.

Fig.4 The north aisle

Fig.5 The parvis chamber
oom

Earlier I mentioned the LED
lighting. Well now as we leave
the storeroom we pass the first
of several installations of the
power and control systems which
keep these lights working. These
days we are used to replacing a
filament bulb with a similar sized
LED bulb but the lighting system
installed in the Abbey is on a
different scale. Our small bulb
replacements each have an even
smaller power supply in them. In
the Abbey the power comes from
Fig.6 LED lighting power & control
these central units and the LED
lights around the building don’t need another supply allowing them to run cooler and be smaller
than they would be otherwise. It also should reduce the need for bulb replacement since in our
domestic bulbs it is often the small electronic power supply which fails.
The space shown in fig.6 is the only time we shall see in here. It is one of the two long triangular
cross-section roof voids that run over the nave aisles. There is very limited access to these. The wall
shown is one side of the thick Norman walls which sit on the massive columns and support the main
roof. Running inside this wall is a long and narrow passageway called a triforium. This passageway is
visible from the nave just below the clerestory, see fig.10. It has regular full height openings to the
nave along its length which unfortunately mean that to attempt to go along it a harness must be
worn for safety. The triforium’s openings have been used to house many of the LED lights and
passing down it may also put these at some risk. Fig.1 shows a glimpse down the north triforium and
the flare back from the lights dominate the picture. Incidentally the green glow on the right-hand
side is from an emergency light on standby.
One last little stairway and we are in the roof space over the nave. The main timbers supporting the
roof are large, especially the
horizontal beams. This
picture doesn’t convey the
true size. There are sixteen
sets, called trusses, and this
one, just to our right, is
number sixteen.
You may notice that the
cross, or tie, beam only just
clears the top of the nave
vault.
Straight ahead of us is a
walk-way across to the south
Fig.7 One of the main nave roof trusses

side of the nave, fig.8. This walkway protects the upper surface of the nave vaulting and makes
crossing it easier. There is some mains lighting available to us here above the nave.
One striking thing up here is that these
large tie-beams have strange blue
shapes sticking up from their top
surfaces. These are lengths of piping
which have been inserted into holes
bored in the beams. There is a strong
smell of chemicals from treatment to
protect against wood boring insects
but the blue pipes date from an earlier
treatment method. The pipes would be
filled with insecticide which would then
soak deep into the fibres.
Fig.8 Walk-way across the nave vault

This is not the view down the nave that we
are used to. Here is a walk-way along the side
of the nave. Off to the right is the large vault
of the nave and to the left the south wall. We
can’t see them but set into the wall at this
high level are a series of windows with clear
glass. These are designed to stream daylight
down into the body of the building. This level
of a wall, just below the roof, with windows is
called a clerestory, sometimes written as
clearstory, and is part of the 14 century
Fig.9 Walk-way along the south side of the nave
rebuilding of the nave vault. Fig.11 shows the
vault over the clerestory window openings. The light shines down into the nave through these.

Fig.10 Clerestory windows
Fig.11 Clerestory

Fig.10 shows the triforium openings from the
nave and above them the clerestory windows which were added in the 14th century.

From the south side we can take a brief look at the outside world through a small access door. It’s an
odd feeling but despite being quite spacious up here in the roof voids it feels somehow cosy and
opening this door onto a wet and windy day makes me feel quite exposed. Well it is a long way down
just over that edge! Despite this the gutter along the base of the roof towards the tower looks very
tempting. One foot placed out on it though shows just how slippery it really is.
Fig.12 shows just
how much the pitch
of the roof has
changed. There is
some uncertainty
over the date when
this happened. It
may well have been
in the 18th century
and was likely
necessitated by
decaying timbers in
the old roof.

Fig.12 Looking along the nave roof towards the west face of the tower & south transept

Outside we have leaden skies and lead roofs. Hopefully that lead on the roof
will protect the present timbers for a long time. For now I pull my head back
inside, making sure the door is securely closed to keep the weather out
before we leave it. We continue to head east, in the direction of the
crossing, up here that means the tower with transept roof voids either side.
We go through a fire door and enter another narrow passage.
Apart from the fact that it is dark when we first enter, we are now in a part
of the Abbey that any visitor who has taken a tower tour would have seen.
This is one side of a passage that runs right round the lower floor of the
tower space, known as the lantern.
The walls of the tower are still thick here despite the problem of its weight
having to be carried by the pillars of the crossing below. This passage is
within the thickness of that wall because what we now see as a floor to the
lantern was added to the Norman church in the 14th century and is the
upper side of the brightly coloured crossing vault when seen from inside the
Abbey. The lantern was originally completely open to the nave below
allowing light down into it, which is where it gets its name. This explains why
it is so attractively, and so expensively, finished.

Fig.13 Tower – passage
around the low level

In addition to being needed for access before the crossing vault was added, the passage is
decorative and has the further effect of reducing weight while retaining the stability that this
thickness gives.

When tower tours are running the lights are all on in advance but I get to see the effect of them
coming on one by one. In fig.14 just one side of the square has been lit.
From the ground the tower looks to be built on
a large scale and that feeling certainly continues
on entering the lantern.

Fig.14 Tower – the lights start to come on

It’s an unexpectedly large space here. Not only
that there are more levels above us. We won’t
be visiting those today but the one immediately
above is the where the bell ringers operate. The
floor here isn’t flat but has a slight rise towards
the centre and in the middle is a round cover,
called the “bell trap”. That cover is well secured
at the moment and rarely gets opened. Beneath
it is a hole through which large items such as

Fig.15 Tower – above the crossing, the lantern

stone blocks and bells were, and still are, lifted to
higher levels. There must be quite a view down
through there when it is open!
All of those 48 pillars around the passage are
hexagonal except one, which is round, fig.16.
There is a tale that the monks had this done so
that they could find their way in the dark! Sounds
unlikely but it is near a door!
Fig.16 Tower – an odd pillar

Not only is this space wide it is also tall. In fact it is
a cube. The next picture overleaf, fig.17, gives
more idea of how impressive it is.

Fig.17 Tower – the lantern

There are interesting things to be seen up here. If you can manage the climb, a tower tour is very
worthwhile and if the weather is good the views from above here, on the roof, are wonderful.
The tower roof was saved in 2006 when urgent work was carried out to replace defective lead. A
total of £325,000 was raised by the Friends and the George Cadbury Trust plus individual donations.
The completion of the work was marked by a service held on the roof of the tower.
From the tower we first look into the transepts. Compared to the nave these are short but still much
larger than the average domestic loft!
The two transepts, north and south, are
very similar to each other at a casual
viewing. As with the nave the floor is
dominated by the vault of the space
below. The tie-beams are just above the
top of the vault. There is one window in
each transept and these are set in the
end gables. Both have had strengthening
work carried out on their tie beams, steel
joists bolted to each side.
Fig.18 Tower – the south transept

No way to see out of the gable window in the south transept without crawling on the vaulting which
I’m not going to try. Now we go to the east again, beyond the tower and further over the choir.

A door leads to a walkway along the top
of the choir vault. There is no gable
with associated window here but now
we have three bays on either side with
small windows between them at the
same level as the clerestory windows
These don’t shine down to the choir but
illuminate the roof space. Fig.19 shows
the view looking back towards the
tower door. The windows are low down
between the reinforced tie-beams.
Figs. 20 & 21 show the most easterly
Fig19. Choir – looking west towards the tower.
truss and are included to show the
extra strengthening that has been carried out. The small windows can also be seen low down.
Viewed from outside these are set between the tops of the magnificent mid-fourteenth century
stained glass windows set high above the choir. Amongst other figures those windows show some
members of the Despenser family. Early Friends of the Abbey.

Fig. 20 Choir – the reinforced most easterly truss

Fig 21. Choir – the same truss

These small windows would take a scramble to
reach but in this space there is a small door which
gives access to the roof. This perilous gutter at the
edge of the lead roof is also too slippery to venture
out on to but there is a good view through the
opened door, fig.22. In the distance we see the
Severn and its flood plain, already doing its job. To
the left the north transept can be seen and in the
foreground we can see a steeply pitched, tiled
roof.
Fig 22. Camera Cantorum & view over the Severn

This is the roof over a small but important chapel
built in the early part of the 12th century. It is called the Camera Cantorum and it is seen here very
soon after it was completely stripped of tiles allowing strengthening of the underlying timbers
before the tiles were relayed. The latest of many projects funded by the Friends to preserve the
structure of the Abbey.

From this access point I can just
manage to look round, without
leaving the safety of the door, and
see the tower. The two lower
windows are in the Lantern and now
it is clear to see that there is much
more of the structure above the
Lantern.
The slit windows running up the
right-hand side of the tower are for
the spiral staircase in the wall.
Immediately above the Lantern is
the bell ringing chamber and above
that the bells themselves.
Fig 23. The east face of the tower viewed from the choir roof

The eastern end of the Abbey is surrounded by a
number of chapels. These can be seen in the view
shown here in fig. 24. These were built in the midfourteenth century and replaced earlier two storey
Norman chapels. The final part of our journey
involved progressively moving round the roof spaces
of these chapels. Fascinating as this was for me I
fear that endless pictures of very similar structures
would not make exciting reading.
The ambulatory is the passage at ground level
around the eastern end, behind the altar. It provides
access to these chapels. Above this in the roof space
is a similar space. One feature that I found
particularly interesting was the position of the three
windows at the eastern end of the Abbey.
The top window is one of the mid-fourteenth
century English stained glass windows that are a
main feature of the choir. The lowest window now
Fig 24 The Abbey roofs from the air
occupies the space where the entrance door to the
eastern Lady Chapel was sited. This is a Victorian replacement for a small rectangular window
installed when the chapel was demolished at the Dissolution. The interesting one is the middle
window which dates from the early part of the fourteenth century. Easily viewed from the grounds
this window cannot be seen from inside the Abbey, unless you are lucky enough to get up to the
walkway above the ambulatory when it fills the space with light, fig.25. The glass is clear as the
original purpose of this window was as a clerestory light high in the eastern Lady Chapel. At that
time the roof level to the west of the chapel was below this window and flat over the ambulatory.
The Lady Chapel must have been an impressive building judging by the quality of the tracery in this
window.

The eastern chapels all have substantial space over them.
There are what looks like roof bosses and roof tiles stored
up here amongst the spiders. The bosses are actually 19th
century plaster copies made for an exhibition.

Fig 25 Eastern Lady Chapel clerestory
window

Fig 26 One of the eastern chapels’ roof spaces

Once we finish our exploration of these
eastern chapel roofs it is time to head down to
ground level again and retire to the Touching
Souls café for a welcome warming drink and to
rest aching legs.
During my tour of these fascinating spaces I’ve
seen work from all the various building periods
of the Abbey, from 900 years ago to the
present day. I’ve also seen how changes and
repair work have been carried out over the
years. There is less fundamental change taking
Fig 27 Going down
place now of course but there is a continual
need for repair work to the fabric of the
building. The Friends are a group of people who care for the Abbey and help with essential repairs to
the fabric. The cost of joining is than £1.70 a month.
I hope you have enjoyed this glimpse into some of the hidden spaces of the Abbey. If you would like
to join the Friends and play a part in maintaining the Abbey for future generations there are forms
and more information on the Friends’ website…
www.friendsoftewkesburyabbey.org.uk
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